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Michelle’s note on print...

Alia’s note on print...

Alia Dawood and Michelle Harvey curated Object to Print at Showcase 
Gallery to celebrate and bring awareness to print culture in Dubai.

Both Michelle and Alia studied in London where they were exposed to a 
diversity of print work (etching, mono, silk-screen, lino cut). They both feel 
that print culture in Dubai needs to be celebrated as a tool to convey ideas 
and thoughts. The aim of the Object to Print exhibition is to spark a real 
interest about the process of printing in Dubai, and how it can feed other 
artistic avenues.

The exhibition will culminate in a series of prints created by seven U.A.E 
based artists: Alia Dawood, Anna Shpalty, Katie Venner-Woodbridge, Lisa 
Widemann, Michelle Harvey, Tania Al Kayyali and Wafa Hasher AlMaktoum. 
The artists brief was to choose an object that has some relevance to their 
life or creative practice. This object will then be used as a tool to print directly 
onto a surface, hence the title Object to Print. Each artist has a different 
creative background, from textiles to architecture to graphic design. Alia 
and Michelle have placed an importance on community spirit during the 
process of preparing for this exhibition. The artists met at several intervals 
during their print journey to share insight and give feedback to others. In this 
sense, despite each person having individual control over their own creative 
process, the exhibition truly is a group collaborative.

“The interplay with control is one element of print that I find alluring. For 
example in this project, on one hand you have complete control in choosing 
the object and often have an idea of how you think it will turn out as a print. 
Printing is also very systematic and repetitive...almost mechanical at times. 
On the other hand you have no control at all as it isn’t your hand directly 
making the marks, it is through an object. Subsequently, there are always 
elements of surprise involved; the pattern and texture created by an object 
or a mistake that later leads to a new idea.”

“My admiration for printmaking has always been equal to that of drawing 
and painting. The most attractive aspect about the process of printmaking 
is its tactile quality. It allows for accidental marks, unavoidable imprints and 
chance smudges, which result in developing an artistic freedom. Printing 
allows for a certain level of playfulness that artists need when composing 
a new idea. Old masters have often used the printing process to work out 
compositions for paintings, and it’s hard to think that one is able to exist 
without the other.”


